2019
ALAMO
KIDS CLUB
PRIZE
BOOK
Join ALAMO KIDS CLUB, WIN COOL PRIZES.

WATCH MOVIES
Activate your book at drafthouse.com/family. Then all you gotta do is see movies at Alamo! Just don’t forget to bring your Prize Book.

EARN POINTS
After the movie, go to the Box Office to collect your first sticker – then open your Prize Book to the Treasure Map section, and stick it on the first numbered space.

WIN PRIZES
Once you’ve collected enough stickers, it’s prize time! Just go to the Box Office and show ‘em your Treasure Map.

SUPER STUDENT BONUS: If you made Honor Roll, show us your report card and get one extra sticker. *Collect up to 2 SUPER STUDENT BONUS stickers per year.

Alamo Kids Club Prize Book is valid from 2/1/19-12/31/19. All prizes must be redeemed before 12/31/19. One prize book per child, between the ages of 3-13. One sticker will be rewarded for each child’s movie ticket. Sorry, lap infants cannot earn stickers unless a ticket has been purchased for them. Prize Books must be activated at Drafthouse.com/AlamoKidsClub to receive rewards. Prizes can only be redeemed once per placement on the treasure map. For full rules visit Drafthouse.com/AlamoKidsClub
BUILD-A-BODY

Draw the rest of the character in the blank space below.
MOVIE FUN
WORD SEARCH

WORD BANK

POPCORN  COMEDY  QUIET
ALAMO  ADVENTURE  SCENE
PIZZA  ANIMATION  TICKET
MOVIE PROJECTOR  DIRECTOR
HORROR  MILK SHAKE

J R Q U I E T P I Z Z A C Q P E J S
H K T E K S P G K X A P T O M D T C
Q P L A L A M O S D Y J B D M S Y E
I O H A N I M A T I O N D J P E M N
R P M O V I E P R O J E C T O R D E
E C P F R R P N S A J U A Q P K N Y
G O F V Z R K T E M S U K E H I K X
P R Y P A W O M F F F Z X C G G C R H
F N N D L H W R D I R E C T O R V A
F O F M I L K S H A K E I S B G Q F
J K A P Z O T C M T I C K E T J L T
F T I R J A D V E N T U R E Y A L A
FIND THE MATCH
Can you find the two Pizza Pete’s that are exactly alike?
TREASURE MAP

When you get your first sticker, place it on the first numbered space. Move down the board as you get more stickers – and collect prizes as you go!
When you get your first sticker, place it on the first numbered space. Move down the board as you get more stickers – and collect prizes as you go!

124 6 7 9 10 11
13 14 15 16
17 19 20 21 22 23
24 26 27 28
29 31 32 33 34
36 37 38 39

TICKETS TWO
Two Free Movie Tickets

Free Juice Glass

Free Superhero Cape & Mask

Free Family Pack: 4 tickets + $40 in food

Free Kids Popcorn
Free Kids Milkshake
Free Kids Meal
Free Plush Jan the Can
ALAMO-LIBS

Ask a friend to give you a word for each of the blank spaces below. Write down their answers on the provided lines, but don’t let them peek. When it’s all finished, read it aloud and prepare to laugh!

Last Friday, ____________________ and I went to go see

______________________________ at Alamo Drafthouse.

I was really excited about ordering ____________________,

but before I could even take a bite, this ____________________

_________________________ suddenly ____________________ out of the screen! I grabbed my favorite ____________________

out of my backpack and ____________________ it as ____________________ hard as I could! It must have been magic, because all of a sudden,

that movie disrupter erupted into a ____________________

of flames and disappeared. It was ____________________! 

After that, everyone in the theater started ____________________ and

chanting ____________________ is a heroic ____________________

and then carried me into the street. Being a hero was cool and all,

but all I really wanted was ____________________ .
Help Kernel Pop find his buddies – but watch out for Professor Von Beep
MAKE A MASK

Color in your lion, then cut it out. Punch holes in the dots by the ears and then tie strings through the holes.
FAMILY PARTIES
Come party with us before the movie with themed games, crafts, photo ops and so much more family fun.

CEREAL PARTIES
Ticket includes an all-you-can-eat cereal buffet. All kinds of cereal available. Pajamas encouraged!

KIDS CAMP
Classic family favorites for just $1, $3, or $5 – your choice! All proceeds go to a local nonprofit working to make the community a better place.

PBS KIDS
Each month, come see a new PBS Kids show on the big screen. All proceeds go to your local PBS station. All ages welcome.

ALAMO FOR ALL
Young families and guests with sensory needs can get the Alamo experience with the lights up and the sound down.

Participation may vary by location. Follow your local Alamo Drafthouse on social media or contact them directly for the most up-to-date info.